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[00:00:00] 

Welcome 

STEVE WRIGHT: Well, good morning, everybody. Welcome to the ICT Educator Webinar Series. 

This is the last webinar of what we call this season. We’ll go into a quiet time during the summer 

and start up again in the fall. I’m Steve Wright, the Statewide Director for the California Community 

College ICT Sector Team. 

If you go to the website, you can learn the identities of the Regional Directors of Employer 

Engagement, the wonderful people who are charted with connecting industry employers and 

colleges throughout the state in their particular regions. 

We’ve been working together for quite a while to put together these webinars, and today… I think 

I’ve probably forgotten… I think it’s over 35 now recorded webinars and counting. These include 

a variety of subject areas and some just wonderful people, subject matter experts. I certainly 

encourage you, this summer, to catch up on what you haven’t seen, scroll through our website. 

Everything is archived, transcribed, original presentations. This is great material for you to utilize 

for a variety of purposes. 
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So, coming up, we really don’t have anything else, so this is it for the summer, but today, we have 

a very special presentation. With all of the quarantine and everything, our career technical 

education courses where there are hands-on labs have really felt the impact of that, so it’s a 

natural time to explore virtual reality. 

And we’re very fortunate to have today with us the Founder of EON Reality, Dan Lejerskar (sorry, 

Dan, if I butchered that) and then also Daren Lynne of Los Angeles City College Foundation. And 

between the two of them, we’re going to hear what a college goes through to assess the value of 

virtual reality and what they’re piloting at this particular time in a baby-steps manner, as Dan said, 

with a full-school vision already there. And then we’re going to switch to… Dan’s going to give us 
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a background on EON Reality and some of their wonderful technologies for hands-on laboratories, 

as well as their COVID-19 response with accelerated curricula. 

Toward the end of today’s session, we’ll have a survey, and it will ask you all to let us know if you're 

interested in VR-type solutions for your college, and we’ll see how many people on the line are 

interested in that. And then we’ll ask you if you're particularly interested in EON as a solution. This 

way, we can release feedback to our vendor today, EON – you know, what the general reaction 

was to their presentation – and I think that’s good feedback for them. 

All right, with that, I’m going to turn it over. Daren, I believe Nicole is going to put your slides up, 

and we’re going to hear a little bit about what’s happening at LA City College. 
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[00:03:00] 

LACC – Technology-Enhanced Educational Solutions 

DAREN LYNNE: Hi, I’m Daren Lynne, Director of Special Projects and Academic Support at the Los 

Angeles City College Foundation, and I really appreciate the opportunity to share information 

regarding EON Reality and our potential partnership. I say ‘potential’ because we’re still navigating 

agreement terms. We started with a focus on our college president’s three initiatives and, due to 

COVID, changed direction to fill an immediate need. 

So, on the last slide of my presentation, I link to three articles which exhibit the progression and 

changes in technology, and I’m going to apply that to a real-life example. 

Recently, my 7-year-old granddaughter was fulfilling an Alexis class – that’s something that keeps 

her occupied – and she was asked to put a piece of paper in a typewriter. She didn’t know what a 

typewriter was. I learned to type when I was in high school on a typewriter, so the way we teach 

(and now work and play) continues to change. Next slide, please. 

[00:03:58] 

College President’s Three Initiatives 

Initiatives 

• Career Exploration Center 

• Business Development Center, Makerspace, and Entrepreneurship Incubator Center 

• Los Angeles Health Occupations Center (LAHOC) 

Partnerships 

• City of Los Angeles 

• US Department of Housing & Urban Development (HUD) 

• Los Angeles Promise Zone (LAPZ) 

• Hollywood Chamber of Commerce 
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• Clean Energy Smart Manufacturing Innovation Institute (/UCLA/CESMII) 

• EON Reality 

• Society of Brain Mapping & Therapeutics (SBMT) 

DAREN LYNNE: So, our college president, Dr. Mary Gallagher, has three initiatives in response to 

the changing job market and student interest. In the Career Exploration Center, individuals can 

experience a day in the life of. In the Makerspace, participants have the opportunity to apply their 

creativity and classroom concepts to explore, create, and problem solve. 

The Los Angeles Health Occupation Center vision led us to EON Reality, and our discussion started 

in the fall of 2019, centered around workforce development. Using augmented and virtual reality, 

students can have hands-on experiences without leaving the classroom or – for now, without 

entering the classroom. 

For example, using VR, a nursing student can practice IV insertion on a nervous patient in a busy 

hospital setting, rather than on a lifeless mannequin in a lab, which is our current setup. But it’s 

more than that. Working with healthcare providers, we can train, retrain, and upskill workers 

rapidly using AVR. And due to COVID-19, we’ve all just witnessed this as many doctors turned to 

AVR to consult with team members, alleviating the need to be in the same room with them and 

potentially exposing them to the virus. Next slide. 

[00:05:22] 

Current Education Challenges 

• Education Budget 

• Quality of Instruction 

• Creating Engaging Culture 

• Accessibility 

• Completion Rates 

• Student Debt 

• Career and Employment Opportunities 
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DAREN LYNNE: So, many industries were on the verge of major disruption due to technology, and 

education was one of them, but COVID-19 accelerated that disruption, which brings us to our 

discussion today on AVR and EON Reality. 

EON is partnering with academic institutions, governments, and corporations to establish state-

of-the-art digital centers (or IDCs) around the world. These IDCs function as AVR design and 

development facilities tailored to the communities in which they sit, targeting specific regional 

needs, localizing existing AVR content, and providing hands-on learning in the design and 

development of AVR technology. So, that’s the larger vision we’re working on. Next slide. 

[00:06:10] 

Be Profoundly Innovative 

• Identify immediate technology needs for online instruction 

• Chart a path as a department or institution, especially given upcoming budget constraints 

• Create quality online learning experiences 

• Consider what we can learn about our students 

• Consider the needs of each new class of learners 

• Offer thoughtful and strategic educational options to meet need 

• Sustain innovation 

DAREN LYNNE: So, navigating challenges requires us to be innovative, and that’s what our college 

president had in mind when she developed her three initiatives. You’ve been tasked with 

identifying immediate technology needs, but it provides you the opportunity to create quality 

learning experiences, to know your students better, and to offer thoughtful and strategic 

educational outcomes to sustain innovation. Next slide, please. 
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[00:06:38] 

Online Education 

REDESIGN/TRANSITION 

• Transition classroom learning to online learning 

• Discover advanced, adaptive digital solutions 

• Provide enhanced, personalized, adaptive learning and support services 

• Improve and achieve equitable student outcomes 

REIMAGINE/TRANSFORM 

• Streamline 

o Business Processes 

o Approval Processes 

o Governance 

• Scale/Replication 

• Provide Learning Analytics 

• Encourages Resource Innovation 

• Advances Success and Outcomes 

DAREN LYNNE: So, transitioning classroom learning to online learning requires advanced, adaptive 

digital solutions that provided enhanced, personalized, adaptive learning to improve and achieve 

equitable student outcomes. Easy, right? It’s a mouthful. But the answer is yes – think the IDCs 

that I mentioned previously, but not without changes to our system and processes. 

So, as you’ve reimagined and begin to transform as you participate on college council or taskforce 

committees, think about streamlining governance and business processes to allow for greater 

flexibility in the future. Next slide. 
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[00:07:19] 

Future of Learning 

• Increases consistency 

• Lab is your home or business 

• Tools to maximize productivity 

• Versatile 

• Mobile 

• Democratizes access 

• Addresses urgent and immediate needs 

• Improves affordability 

DAREN LYNNE: So, I’m going to use the Los Angeles Department of Transportation as an example 

of the future of learning. This was a conversation I had over a year ago with a planning engineer 

for the Los Angeles Department of Transportation. He was telling me that he’s having a hard time 

finding employees. They have a workforce that is retiring, many employees that need to be 

upskilled to work with emerging technology, and they need new employees that can help envision 

the future.  

He stated that this can no longer be done through job fairs or online in the traditional lecture 

format. In engineering, a lot of theory becomes tedious and unproductive if it’s not applied, and 

students are not career ready. 

So, now imagine that same scenario using AVR. Students can learn through an immersive 

curriculum developed with employer input. Students can experience a day in the life of an 

engineer for the Los Angeles Department of Transportation, designing mobility and transit 

systems, meeting LA sustainability goals, and a wide variety of other things. It allows the employer 

to find students that are truly interested in what they’re doing and to make sure they’re skilled 

and ready to do so, so both parties find what they’re seeking. Next slide, please. 
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[00:07:19] 

Augmented/Virtual Reality (AVR) 

BENEFITS 

• Lectures Become Content 

• Consistency 

• Easily Innovate as Needed 

• Self-Directed Consumption 

• Increased Content Understanding 

• Instructor Collaboration 

• Student-to-Student Collaboration 

• Analytics Utilization 

 

 

DAREN LYNNE: So, how we spend our funds and the technology choices we make are important. 

In the past 7 years, we’ve moved from the proposed potential with 3D glasses to the reality of 

immersive AVR experiences. Most of us are aware of TikTok. It’s something many of us have 

Augmented/Virtual Reality (AVR)

BENEFITS

Lectures Become Content

Consistency

Easily Innovate as Needed

Self-Directed Consumption

Increased Content Understanding

Instructor Collaboration

Student to Student Collaboration

Analytics Utilization 

TRENDS

3D In The Classroom

https://edtechdigest.com/2013/09/23/3d-in-the-classroom/

Jobs Lost/Jobs Gained
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/featured%20insights/Fut

ure%20of%20Organizations/What%20the%20future%20of%20work%

20will%20mean%20for%20jobs%20skills%20and%20wages/MGI-

Jobs-Lost-Jobs-Gained-Report-December-6-2017.ashx

TikTok’s Augmented Reality Ad Format Could 
Disrupt Several Industries At Once

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bobbyowsinski/2020/05/24/tiktoks-

augmented-reality-ad-format-could-disrupt-several-industries-at-

once/#2436c46b1ddb
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incorporated into our lives during shelter-at-home. LACC has used it to engage both students and 

faculty. 

So, the last article I linked here was just in Forbes magazine last week, and it discusses how AVR 

will be used not only in healthcare, education, and real estate, but also advertising. In fact, TikTok 

is currently hiring individuals to create immersive ad content for its users. 

Using AVR, LACC envisions an institution of higher public education where everyone can gain the 

skills they need for upward mobility, but AVR also addresses our immediate needs. We have labs 

and skills that we need to teach online right now, and EON provides us with the tools we need to 

do just that. 

EON has the AVR technology and the asset inventory needed for transition to online for hard-to-

teach hands-on skills, lab-oriented activities, and information typically taught through 

demonstration. So, with EON, though, instructors can create a lesson in 15 minutes, and as a part 

of student learning, students can create lessons that help them gain greater understanding of how 

to use AVR, and provides us with insight into what content they consider important. EON can also 

help us determine longer term digitally enhanced courses to supplement in-person instruction and 

improve equitable student outcomes as we return to campus. Next slide, please. 

[00:10:25] 

Wrap-Up 

DAREN LYNNE: So, community college afford opportunity for everyone, and EON shares that 

vision. They have designed their content to work across multiple platforms with a wide range of 

products, including very affordable options. We intend as a college to create a better way forward 

with EON Reality for our community. That’s why it gives me great pleasure to turn this over to 

EON, so they can share what’s possible through a collaborative AVR learning environment. Thank 

you. 
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STEVE WRIGHT: Thank you, Daren. All right, that’s a good background on why you chose it. Do you 

want to make a statement on what kind of resistance you felt? I mean, this is new technology. This 

is not an easy sell. What has convinced people that this is the right path? Aside from all those 

wonderful goals and objectives, what seemed to be the thing that made people say, “Yeah, let’s 

do that?” 

DAREN LYNNE: So, looking at all of the options that are out there… And we’ve looked at many, and 

we’ve done lots of research. Like I said, I’ve worked on these initiatives for a year and a half now. 

So, it’s not an easy process, and a lot of times, even in our environment, using something like this, 

there is a lot of resistance. They don’t understand how it works, and our processes aren’t really 

set up to where you can introduce something new quickly. Just coming up with an agreement, 

especially as our instructors can develop content that can then be shared if they choose to, when 

we do anything, we look at doing it as a district, making it scalable and replicable for other colleges. 

And then, of course, we’re part of a larger family of the California Community College system. 

So, it’s been a journey. We’ve had probably at least 15 staff, deans, faculty, VPs review what’s out 

there, see these presentations. Dan has been very accommodating, and we’ve shown these 

presentations on what’s possible. But what you’ll see when he presents is that their catalog of 

assets and the range that you can use from something very simplistic to something totally 

immersive… Like I said, you can put a student in a hospital environment where they have activity 

going on around them, and they’re addressing an immediate need, which we just didn’t find 

anywhere else. 

STEVE WRIGHT: Well, thank you, Daren. And with that, a great segue to Dan to talk about beyond 

reality. Oh, I want to be on that beach right now, Dan! 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Me too. It’s Friday. I’m right near Laguna Beach, which is not as beautiful as this, 

but still it is, I guess, pretty OK. Thank you for this presentation. First of all, you can see my screen, 

I assume. Correct? 

STEVE WRIGHT: Yes, we can see your screen. 
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DAN LEJERSKAR: Yeah. 
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[00:13:23] 

EON Reality – Helping Your Students Learn Better Through AVR 

DAN LEJERSKAR: So, I appreciate that introduction, and I’ll try to match that with a brief 

presentation of what we do. It’s going to go pretty fast, and if I go over on the time, please give 

me some advanced notice. 

[00:13:41] 

Company Highlights 

• Market-Leading Position: world leader in Augmented Virtual Reality (AVR) based knowledge transfer 

• Proven Staged Strategy: 

o EON Human 2.0 government solution that can uplift millions of smart students and smart workers 

o Classroom 3.0 that enables academic institutions to help students learn faster, remember longer, 

and make better decisions 

o Industry 4.0 that enables enterprises to upskills their workers 

• Mission-Drive Organization: EON Human 20 is bridging the gap between man and machine 

• Track Record with Blue-Chip Customers including Exxon, GSK, Honeywell, GE, Mercedes, China Merchant 

Group, J&J, Shell, and Pearson. 

• Massive, Disruptive, and Growing Market: AVR $100B by 2020 

• Enterprise-Class AVR SaaS Platform: securely creates, stores, analyzes, distributes, and publishes AVR 

agnostically fueled by AI, IoT, and GIS 

• Industry-Leading Management Team: proven experience in enterprise solutions, education, and ICT 

• Scalable SaaS-Based Platforms: compound annual growth rate of the order values is expected to grow with 

other 50% annually over the next 3 years 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Not talking so much about the company EON Reality. We’ve been in business for 

21 years. We are the leader in knowledge transfer. If you want to learn more about the company 

itself, I’m happy to guide you to our website. In short, what we do and the technology we provide 

has to do with virtual and augmented reality. 
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I do see, by the way, a few images below. You can see my full screen, correct? 

STEVE WRIGHT: Yes. 
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DAN LEJERSKAR: Perfect, yes. We do work with both augmented and virtual reality, as well as with 

normal devices, like something you have in your pocket today – your mobile device. And 

historically, we focused on working with governments, academic institutions, and enterprises, and 

as we have already shared, we’ve been working setting up centers, and I just want to give you a 

visual picture of what the center looks like. 

[00:14:38] 

IDC Singapore Event – April 27, 2019 

PROFESSOR NAOMI LOW-BEER: …key changes we face with undergraduate training are the need 

to ensure that students have those foundational skills, and they need to be able to practice in a 

safe space. And the way of doing that in a realistic environment is using AR and VR technology. 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: This is one of our centers in Singapore. It’s done with a university in this case, and 

it’s been around for almost 5 years. Initially, it impacted just a few students, but we’ve now 

expanded to almost 6,000 students actively engaged in the platform on a daily basis. So, it’s both 

a physical environment, but it has a much larger footprint online.  
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[00:15:36] 

The Workforce Problem 

Technology Disruption Kills Jobs, But It Also Creates Them 

• The rapid technology disruption kills millions of jobs every day. 

• Paradoxically, technology disruption creates also most of the new jobs. 

• The disruption of killing existing jobs and creating new ones is accelerating. 

• Traditional knowledge transfer in the education and work sector cannot cope with this rapid pace of change. 

DAN LEJERSKAR: So, I will try to address two problems. Today, everybody is talking about the 

pandemic, but a bigger question is technology disruption. As we know, technology is the number 

one killer of jobs but also the number one creator of jobs. 

 

In the US, we can see that in the statistics. The blue line depicts new job openings of future jobs 

while the orange depicts the hires. You can see there’s an increasing gap, and this gap is caused 

by the lack of skills. 
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In fact, according to McKinsey, by 2030, this gap will increase so much that almost half of the 

workers in Japan and a third of the workers in the US will require retraining, and if they’re not 

retrained, they will not be able to perform. 
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And as we all know, the new jobs are different. They are non-routine, cognitive. So, it’s a different 

type of skills that are required. 

The Negative Scenario: AI-Empowered Machines 

Most jobs that exist today will disappear within decades. 

• As artificial intelligence-empowered machines outperform humans in more and more tasks, it will replace 

humans in more and more jobs. Consequently, by 2050, a new class of people might emerge – the displaced 

and useless class. 

• People who are not just unemployed but unemployable 

• However, this is not a humane solution. A job is more than a salary – it’s purpose, it’s meaning, it’s identity, 

and it’s dignity. 

Elon Musk Replaces Robots at Tesla Factory: 

Humans Are Underrated 

• Elon Musk has replaced the highly touted automation system at Tesla with a better, more intelligent 

paradigm: humans. 

• Tesla’s Model 4 production facility is regarded as one of the most advanced car manufacturing plants in the 

world but has been a complete failure. 

• Musk chose to make the ‘last mile’ of production entirely automated, and it blew up in his face. 

And you could argue there are two scenarios – a negative scenario where, increasingly, humans 

are replaced by machines… We know that (and personally, I don’t believe in that) Elon Musk tried 

it with a factory. He didn’t succeed very well.  

[00:16:53] 

The Workforce Solution 

The Positive Scenario: Human 2.0 – Enhanced Humans 

• Empower 3.8 billion people to grow beyond their current human constraints. 

• EON Human 2.0 Vision is to blend man and machine in a symbiotic partnership. 
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• Democratize access to fast knowledge transfer for everybody on the planet. 

• Ask the big questions and create new exciting job opportunities. 

DAN LEJERSKAR: We think that humans, in fact, are indispensable, but it’s going to be different, so 

the future is looking slightly different. I believe that there will be a more unification, a symbiotic 

relationship, between man and machine. I call it Human 2.0. 

Increasing the Speed of Communication Between Man and Machine 

• “Speed of Thumb” too slow, neural lace too far away 

• Today the bandwidth is too slow – we communicate at the “speed of thumb” with mobile devices. 

• While futuristic technologies such as neural lace supported by Elon Musk could achieve instant connection 

with machines, they will take too much time to develop to prevent the negative scenario. 

• Humanity needs a solution today! 

• We believe that EON H2.0 can provide this solution and significantly increasing the speed of communication 

between man and machine by using Augmented Virtual Reality (AVR) fueled by Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 

Internet of Things (IoT) 

We’re already today, most of us, at Human 1.3 because, if I take away that mobile phone, your 

efficiency wouldn’t be that large. But this unification will continue, and we see that VR and AR can 

play a pretty big role in that context. 
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[00:17:26] 

The Academic Problem 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: If we move on to academia, we see several challenges. One is what I call the 

quantitative education problem – how do we teach more with less? Less time, less money, less 

physical proximity nowadays? 
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And how do we address the qualitative education problem? That has to do with what we teach – 

creativity, problem solving, critical thinking – and that’s where technologies such as VR and AR can 

play a role. 
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The third item has to do with attention span. We call it the Sage on a Stage problem. Today’s 

students are different. They are social learners. They are multitaskers. They have short attention 

spans. How can we cross something that addresses these types of characteristics? 
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[00:18:14] 

The Academic Solution 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: And we came up with a fairly simple solution, and I like KISS (keep it simple…). So, 

that’s basically what our platform does, and it contains the three aspects: learning, training, and 

performing. 

So, you start with learning… You're going to see some demonstrations today of the platform, and 

it does work with any type of device. If you have an iPhone or a PC, it works with that. If you have 

some fancy headset, it works with that, too. And it allows you to learn in a hands-on, immersive 

fashion. You can even convert your mobile phone with a $5 device to a virtual reality device, or 

you can convert your mobile phone to a life-sized augment reality environment. 

So, the idea is to have multiple modalities from the mobile. This is a mobile way to interact to the 

augmented reality – that’s a very simple example of augmented reality – and to full virtual reality. 

To our benefit, we have access to more than one million 3D assets, and we have a user interface 

that allows someone… Basically, it’s easier than PowerPoint to create the lesson. So, anyone with 

no programming experience can do so. So, that, you enable from learning. 
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Once you learned, especially with respect to technical occasion training, you want to train. You 

want to practice, whether it’s nursing, mechanical engineering, welding. And ideally, you want to 

do it also in distance. Nowadays, distance because of proximity issues, but in the longer run, I think 

this is also beneficial when you don’t have access to all the physical equipment. 

And you can do so using virtual reality. We have something called Virtual Trainer. All the assets 

you created for learning you can then apply for training. And while doing so, every step, every 

move you make, every step you take, the system is actually recording what you're doing – very 

much like in a flight simulator, when you want to do an emergency landing, the same applies here. 

Also, we can have a very authentic certification. We know that you completed 87% of the tasks 

required for this specific CNC machine or ventilator. 

Now, once you train, you obviously want to perform. You want to practice in reality, and that is 

enabled by the third step of our platform, which enables you to do what you learned in training 

but in reality. So, what we’re doing, in essence, is we are superimposing information on your 

phone or tablet, or if you have fancy AR glasses, we can do that, too. We can also provide you with 

the remote expert assistance to conduct, so if there are, let’s say, 56 steps you have to perform 

on the standard operating procedure, the system will have them and can guide you through the 

process. 
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[00:21:27] 

Advancing AVR Education and R&D 

EON Reality Education 

Academic Experts Drive Innovation in Education 

EON Reality Education is a non-profit focused on advancing the cause of Augmented and Virtual Reality (AVR) 

education and research. 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: So, to do that, it’s not only about technology. We also have a non-profit, EON 

Education, where we have called upon academic experts from around the world to help guide us 

that we capture within the platform the most important aspects for education, such as, for 

example, Jenny Higham from London. She’s the Principal at St. George’s University in London. That 

is the hospital university with 20,000 employees. Montserrat is working for OCDE with skills – 

specifically with skills from technical and vocational, etc. 
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[00:22:03] 

Academic Adoption 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Now, let’s talk adoption. So, when we started 21 years ago, this was quite 

expensive technology, so it was Cornell University, Imperial College, and others that were 

predominantly our customers. As the technology has become cheaper, faster, and better, we have 

now seen a very large increase, and the most users are actually in the professional skills at 

community colleges – everything from Kentucky College for coal mining specialties all the way now 

to K12. 
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And if you look at why they use it, there are a lot of studies around this. BBC published a study 

showing that students not only increased their test scores, but they retained information longer. 

In a VR environment, your attention level is doubling. You can’t sleep through a simulation, right? 

You can’t sleep through an emergency landing of an aircraft. 
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And by doing so, students learn faster, retain information longer, and make better decisions. In 

fact, nowadays, we even have brain activity scans that show that your memory retention is 

increasing. Let me show you one single example… 

 

NARRATOR: It’s what’s occupying our eyes in the visual field, and we measure responses in both 

the left brain, which is attention for detail and words, and the right brain, which is attention for 

more the overall feel of something, the global aspects of processing. In the case of augmented 

reality experiences, we see levels of this attention at around double the levels that we see for the 

equivalent experiences characterized in everyday, normal setting. 
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DAN LEJERSKAR: Yeah, so if that’s so good, why is everybody not using this? So, here’s the 

problem… Today, a lot of institutions around the world have tried VR and AR. I would think, within 

your system, quite a few of you have already tried it. But 82% of them for one reason or another 

decide not to pursue beyond the pilot. And why is that? 

[00:24:10] 

The Problems 
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DAN LEJERSKAR: I would say there are three reasons. If you want to be generous, I would say even 

four. Let’s start with #4 – devices. These headsets can be quite expensive, and not everybody can 

have access to them. So, the way to circumvent that is to democratize this and make it available 

for 4 billion devices that everybody has, including in Ethiopia today, which is a mobile device. That’s 

how we removed one obstacle. There still are three. 

One is the lack of good, relevant, certified content that you can use immediately, and I’ll share 

with you how we address that. Secondly, there’s a lack of an easy way to create new content that 

doesn’t require a game specialist but someone that is intimidated by PowerPoint. And thirdly, 

there’s a lack of good use cases that prove beyond doubt that this actually provides the value. And 

for the rest of my presentation, I’ll focus on sharing how we address these issues. 
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[00:25:08] 

Academic Use Cases 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: And let me just share some academic use cases… The first one I’m going to share 

is an example of what you can do with VR and AR that you actually can do in real life. So, let’s say 

you’re an ophthalmology student, and you want to learn about that. You first think about the 

obvious – “OK, I want to learn about the muscles, the major retinal arteries.” And you can do that, 

OK. 

So, then you think, “Yeah, because the eye is a sac of fluid, it’s not easy to dissect it, so I would 

love to dissect the eye,” and we can do that, too. And then maybe you would want to understand 

how the blood flow works. 

But then we can take it one step further. We can do things like this… 
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We can actually take a virtual patient and inject various dysfunctions – muscle dysfunction, cranial 

dysfunction – and then the students are asked to diagnose what’s wrong by looking at the pupil 

dilation. And now we enter into the territory that we go beyond reality because this student can, 

in the timespan of, let’s say, 3 months, to be exposed to more pathologies that he or she will be 

enabled to experience in a lifetime. 
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And the results are showing up. This is the University of Nebraska Medical Center that’s done 

research and studied the effect on students and the effect on different types of residents. 
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And here are the outcomes… The blue line shows that 97% of students were uncomfortable 

performing a pupillary examination before they went through the virtual reality simulator. After, 

97% were comfortable, and we saw a similar effect on residents. 52% were not comfortable, and 

94% were comfortable afterwards, and these are results that I’m happy to share are peer 

reviewed. 

If we move into community colleges and the technical vocational skills we’ve been developing and 

have a library – think about it as a Netflix for education that covers a number of areas. Let me just 

show you two examples… 
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The first one comes from welding. So, in the left corner, here you see the gentleman that is using 

the VR headset, and in the full screen, you see what he’s seeing. I’m not going to do the whole 

thing, but basically, he’s doing exactly what he’s supposed to do, and the machine works exactly 

as it works in reality. So, if he doesn’t do the right thing, the outcome doesn’t appear, and he can 

go all the way to the welding. But he can be in the comfort of his home, and he can do this also in 

a remote fashion. That’s one example. I’ll show you one more example, the last one here. 
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This one is about labs. One problem many academic institutions have is that you cannot buy all 

the CNC machines, all the MRI devices, all the aircraft engines, all the electrical boards, but you 

can actually afford them in virtual and augmented reality – windmills, power plants, waste 

management environments, hospital rooms. All those are able to be available in this environment. 
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[00:28:34] 

The EON AVR Platform 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Let’s move to the actual platform. So, I’m going to do a very quick demo on how 

it works. So, this is the platform, and you can see here there’s a library. 
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You have on the left side what you already talked about – we have Creator, Virtual Trainer, and 

the Vault. The Vault is this library, the Netflix for education. If I click on the Vault, it will take me to 

this… 

 

And I can go into education, and I’m going to vocational training, and I’m interested in virtual water 

management, for example. And I can see the video here, how this works, and if I like that video, I 

can basically order this lesson and start working on it immediately. 

 

You notice there’s a price, and the price has to do with the academic institution that developed it 

is charging a certain amount for it. What we do with our centers, though, is they don’t pay this 

amount. We have a whole solution, so you get the all-you-can-eat buffet kind of approach, so 
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you're not limited by this pricing. And there’s obviously a lot of those applications. If you're 

interested in, let’s say the medical area, just to take that example, you can see here that there are 

a lot of applications within medical. 

But let’s say you don’t find what you need, and you want something very specific. You can actually 

create your own lesson. This lesson can be a 3D lesson or a 360 lesson. 360 has to do with 3D 

environments, obviously – very precise, very quick to develop – and 3D lesson has to do with a 

fully immersive environment. 

You can either import data, if you have CAD data. Most people don’t have it, 99%. In that case, 

you can tap into a million 3D assets. And why is that important? Because otherwise, without these 

assets, you have to create everything from scratch, whether it’s a medical ventilator or a COVID-

19 quick test or anything that you're interested in. 

So, let’s say I’m interested in power plants. Here’s a nuclear power plant, so I could actually 

download this asset and build my lesson around that specific asset. So, in the interest of your time, 

I actually opened that file already. And let’s say I’ve never created a lesson, so I don’t know what I 

have to do. 
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I can just click this first-time user experience, and it shows me basically what I have to do. There’s 

also a quick course that takes about ten minutes to conduct. So, because I know what I want to 

do, I’ll click open… 

 

And here you can see the nuclear power plant. I can look at various aspects of it. I can annotate 

each aspect of it. I can go up, for example, here and do an interaction. Let’s say I’m interested in 

a reactor vessel because I want to learn how to replace the rods… 
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Or I want to record this session… This is a prerecording of a session, a step-by-step procedure – 

basically like you do a video recording, but you do it in an immersive fashion. So, I’ll stop that. And 

then, of course, the lesson has a flow, so you can go step by step through these various procedures 

that you want. 
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This is the creation environment, and then I’ll show you in a second how it is to experience the 

same lesson as a student. So, that was a very quick review of how to create the lesson. 

 

Now, if we move to the lesson highlights, here are some lessons created by students, actually. In 

fact, the system is so easy to use. The students get this as homework on their own phones, and 

they do it. So, I have students here creating a Mars Rover assembly. Other students are doing the 

R22 replacement for filters. But I’ll show you one with hospitals. This one is done in a hospital 

environment. Let’s have a look… 
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[00:33:13] 

NARRATOR: A mechanical ventilator is a machine that helps a patient breathe, ventilate when they 

are having surgery or cannot breathe on their own – 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Let me explain what’s happening, first of all. So, the student is using his own 

mobile device, and the lesson contains also videos embedded – in this case, how to use one 

ventilator to save four lives instead of one life. And then, once he’s learning the video, he actually 

has to do it himself. And first, because he has a limited space, he puts the whole ventilator on the 

desk, but then he has a bit more space, so he moves from the desk to a room. 

 

So, to left side here, you’ll see in a second that the little bed appears in the living room… 
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And now he can move around and invite other colleagues to look at this environment, or a teacher 

can actually show it. And then, if he wants a bit more space, now this has been moved to terrace, 

and now you can have 30 people walking around, although I’m working in Laguna Beach, and you 
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are in Redondo Beach or wherever, if you are in California, and we walk together in this 

environment. 

 

All we have in our hands are phones. We look at the phones as we put them in front as binoculars. 

And just to prove that the lesson is conducted in reality, you can see now that the student is 

walking physically. So, one inch in reality is one inch in augmented reality. So now he stepped 

outside the lesson, and he’s in the garden, and he’s looking back, and there’s the lesson. 

So, remote environment in augmented reality has been published on a normal phone, because 

most people have phones and tablets, in a very hands-on experience. And if you want to learn 

more about what you can do, you can do that. 
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I’ll show you one single more example. This is about an electronic board. And for the student, the 

homework was to learn how to install this electronic board, so what he did is first take the 

augmented reality version and put it on his desk, and then he has the physical one, and he’s then 
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following the guidance from the virtual one (or the augmented reality one, which is the blue one)  

digital twin, and all he has to help is a phone. So, with the left hand, he’s holding a phone, and 

then you can see within the phone both the reality and the virtual reality at once. 

And then the last example, if you want to do something big – how about a factory environment or 

something very, very large? I’m using the example here of… Yes, the space shuttle! This is NASA’s 

space shuttle, but it’s done at the school. You can do it in your garden also. 

So, now what the student does is physically walks in this environment. It takes a while for the video 

to load. Let me just see if I can do it. Yeah, there we go! 

So, physically he walks, but he can see all the buildings, he can see the launchpad, he can interact, 

he can conduct a maintenance repair operation while he’s actually on this football field. You can 

see this football field there, behind you. So, those are some highlights of what you can do with this 

technology. 

[00:36:51] 

Summary 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Now, to finalize my presentation… Maybe I overstayed my welcome, but I’ll do it 

fast. So, to summarize, you have on the left side the platform that allows you to make and create 
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content or use content the easy way. Or you can tap into the Vault that has a preexisting catalog 

of things that already have been developed. 
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[00:37:16] 

EON’s Global Emergency Initiative 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Now, how do we address the special challenges we face now in these pandemic 

times? We realize that a lot of our customers globally have been affected by this – 1.6 billion 

learners, and we came up with a program. We call it the Global Emergency Initiative. 
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That’s focusing on two aspects. One is the remote aspect – how we can allow people to work 

together, although they are in different physical spaces. And the other one is the self-directed 

learning – how can we engage students in a better way? 

[00:37:50] 

Use Cases 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: And I’m going to start with a use case. This is a university in Europe that were 

able during the pandemic to create 20,000 lessons, engaging students in this. So, they have a 

physical center. Obviously, the physical center is closed because all the students are at home. 
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So, they took this challenge, identified a number of programs, like mechatronics, nursing, 

pharmacy, or dentistry. They activated the license for 7,437 students, and just since April, they’ve 

created 54,4325 augmented virtual reality assets, which is a record! And most of this has been 

developed by students. 
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[00:38:44] 

EON’s Remote AVR Global Rollout 
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DAN LEJERSKAR: This is what we are doing now globally. We launched a new platform in January 

(this was before the pandemic) to handle 14 countries, but now this has been adopted around the 

world. Let me just give you one example… 

[00:38:59] 

REPORTER 1: …today, technology designed for its students to make breakthroughs in the clinical 

field. Jason Morrow has the story. 

REPORTER 2: Augmented reality, virtual reality – the way of the future, the way of Nebraska 

Medicine. 

SPEAKER: We believe that augmented and virtual reality are going to change the world – not only 

the world of healthcare education but in the world of clinical care. 
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[00:39:22] 

DAN LEJERSKAR: So, let me just show you one more example from North America. This is Mohawk 

College. They use this for many aspects, but one of them is the aerospace classes. 
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[00:39:43] 

SEAN MORRISON: The role of an avionics person on aircrafts has really significantly increased, and 

this is becoming more and more in high demand professionally. Even when I started – 

[00:39:55] 

DAN LEJERSKAR: So, unfortunately, we don’t have time to listen to the whole video, but what he’s 

saying, in short, is that they are able to inject various faults in an aircraft and train on the latest 

aircrafts because they can’t afford to buy the latest aircraft. Physically, they train on an aircraft 

from the ‘60s that had cables. Well, today’s aircraft are much more modern, but they have all that 

capability to do in virtual reality and augmented reality. So, those are a few examples. 
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But of course, this has become now a global movement from India to Switzerland to everywhere 

around the world. So, with that, I’m pretty much done. I would like to say one more thing about 

problems… 
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[00:40:38] 

The Problem – Pandemic Shutdown and Drastically Restricted Activities 

 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: So, we all have experienced Zoom and Zoom-like experiences, and I don’t know, 

but this is some research that’s been conducted that students tune out after 6 minutes on average. 

So, you see their attention span drops. 
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It’s not only that they are bored or not interested. It’s also that they cannot conduct certain hands-

on aspects. 

[00:41:03] 

The Solution – Remote AVR Knowledge Transfer 
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DAN LEJERSKAR: And that’s where we have tried to focus. So, our solution is not replacing Zoom – 

just I want to make clear – or an LMS system. It works together with this solution. So, when it 

comes to hands-on learning, when it comes to allowing large groups to gather and interact virtually 

without physical presence, when it comes to labs, when it comes to the ability of sharing – and 

this is an example of that. You click on your phone and say ‘Join Sessions,’ and now, suddenly, you 

as a teacher can connect with your students, and you can see the same thing around the coffee 

table, although they are physically somewhere else. So, I think that type of solution is where we 

come in. 

[00:41:51] 

Self-Directed Learning 
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DAN LEJERSKAR: I’ll skip a few slides here because time has lapsed. I would say that one thing I 

would encourage you to consider in terms of use cases (we have probably 7 or 8) is the self-

directed learning. That’s something that has been already validated by MIT. Students learn much 

better when they are actively and they participate, when they get to be an expert. 

 

[00:42:12] 

The 9-Step Implementation Plan for Self-Directed Learning Modules with the AVR Platform 

DAN LEJERSKAR: So, we have actually a 9-Step Implementation Plan, where we work together with 

the teachers. The teachers identify the students. Then EON hosts a series of workshops and 

teaches the students how to create the lessons, and then they get also guidelines that we work 

out with the teachers – qualitative guidelines in terms of how to think, in terms of analysis, 

synthesis, and logic, and quantitative guidelines. Quantitative has to do with narration activities, 

etc. 

And then each student gets to do 10 lessons each, and it takes, on average, about 15 minutes to 

do a lesson, but it takes maybe two hours to research that lesson. Then students are doing not 

only the lessons, but they’re also reviewing 10 of their colleagues – so, peer review. And in the 

end, you end up with maybe 30,000 lessons, so come autumn or next year, you actually can select 
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the best of the best lessons and have it as a standard part of your curriculum, so you don’t have 

to spend the time to create everything yourselves. 
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[00:43:22] 

Conclusion and Questions 

 

DAN LEJERSKAR: So, with that, the conclusion I have is that 2020 is a very odd year. Nobody could 

predict what we have all experienced, but my message is that knowledge transfer, especially the 

hands-on component doesn’t have to come to a standstill, and I think, in many ways, this situation 

has accelerated the need for having deep, immersive learning experiences remotely. Thank you 

for that, and I’m welcoming any questions, thoughts, or comments you may have. 

[00:43:54] 

STEVE WRIGHT: Well, Dan, thank you so much. I think what we’re all realizing now is, even though 

our desire right now is to find a substitute for hands-on labs due to the quarantine effects, we’re 

seeing the value of AR and VR in education in a broader context in your presentation. I really want 

to thank you for that. 

I like this student-developed learning modules. I think that’s terrific because any time I’ve looked 

at these things in the past, I’ve always wondered, “Yeah, but who has got the time to create all 
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that stuff?” And if you turn our new digital natives loose on this with a little bit of guidance, it’s 

amazing, I suppose, what they could do. 

Anyhow, we’d like to see questions from our group out here, and I think, Dan, everybody in the 

back of their minds is asking, “Yeah, how much does this cost?” So, could you give us any guidance 

as to how colleges have gotten into this financially and what seems to be a good model for 

colleges? 

[00:44:57] 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Yeah. I mean, I want to say it’s simple – we charge only per user and per month. 

We have a freemium model – you can just go to our website and download and try it out, and you 

can create lessons yourselves. After five lessons, there’s a cost. Plus, you can enjoy the library that 

contains several hundred examples. 

But once you decide to engage, then we can start with as little as a proof of concept, which is 

probably the best way to go, where we identify your needs, which department you want to 

approach, how many students. For your needs, we do a needs assessment – that’s what we did 

with LACC. We understood nursing was a very important thing and transportation. And then we 

crafted the proposal. In this case, we ended up with thousands of nurses and transportation 

students. 

Then, of course, the price… Normally, the price is about $12 per user a month, but obviously, at 

this volume, the price is significantly reduced because we coinvest. 

Now, as a part of that, you get access to the platform, you get full access to all the libraries that I 

showed, both the Vault and the 3D assets. And of course, in that, we typically also include LMS 

integration. In this case, Canvas is the one that we work on with LACC, and all the teaching, 

support, all the hosting, and also the voiceover IP costs related to communication, etc… 
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[00:46:43] 

STEVE WRIGHT: I see a question – do you have examples of EMT or emergency medical technician 

training that have been successful? 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Yeah! We do. In fact, we started… When this pandemic started, our first line of 

focus was the frontline workers, and we have already a lot of examples of that from the past. Not 

only examples but more so real applications used by academic institutions for the last 5 or 10 

years. 

[00:47:17] 

Poll 

STEVE WRIGHT: That’s great, that’s great. Well, this might be a good time for us to go ahead and 

do our survey. Were you about to show us something, Dan? 

DAN LEJERSKAR: No, no, no. Go ahead. 

STEVE WRIGHT: Nicole, here’s our poll that’s appearing on the screen. Are you interested in a VR 

solution for your campus? And we’ll interpret this as being similar to the kinds of stuff we’ve been 

seeing here. And does the EON Reality solution look like what you need? 

And don’t be vague. I mean, if you’ve seen better or different or more specific to what you need 

and this isn’t it, then you say no. But we’re trying to gauge from your response. We do have 81 

people on the call here, and certainly, when I look at my action items in my role, going forward, if 

there’s a consensus that something like this is important, then we would want to devote a little 

bit of time to try to build some collaborative efforts in that regard. 

Culinary arts and professional baking? I know I saw that one! Dan, you do have some kitchen stuff, 

right? 
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DAN LEJERSKAR: Yeah, we do have quite a lot of it. In fact, everything from how to make pancakes 

in France to how to… We are doing now in places like Jamaica how to help in culinary work. Even 

in Laos, we’ve done culinary work. 

We started about 8 years ago with World Skills Foundation. I don’t know if you’re familiar with 

World Skills. There are these competitions that are organized around the world, like the Olympics, 

and when it comes to… They actually build real kitchens and move them to different locations for 

students to compete. So, that’s our first initiative with – 

[00:49:09] 

STEVE WRIGHT: And I’ve been very impressed by looking at your library. The global reach of the 

different technologies and the applications is really fantastic. We all have had to accept the fact… 

We enjoy the fact that we’re citizens of the world these days, and knowing what other people are 

learning and how they’re learning it is very helpful. 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Thank you. 

STEVE WRIGHT: All right, Nicole, let me know when you think you’ve got a good capture. 

NICOLE SHERMAN: I do. I ended the poll. 

STEVE WRIGHT: OK. All right, look at this! 

[00:49:45] 

Poll Results 

STEVE WRIGHT: 67% of you folks think something like this is good for your campus, and 46% 

believe that EON Reality might be the right kind of solution, so I think that looks good for EON! If I 

were them, I would be saying, “Hey, this is good! Who are those people?” 

Anyhow, got a big maybe there on whether EON is right or not, so I think the use cases… Certainly, 

we’ll be looking, Daren, at how things go with your college, and if there’s anybody else out there 
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that’s thinking of starting a pilot or wants to start a pilot, if you let me know, we could try to help 

work on the communications and some of the planning and that sort of thing. So, it’s a huge 

opportunity here. It’s just so much to learn that we hate to put it all on each college to figure out 

on their own, so if we can help in any way, we’re happy to do that. 

OK, any final questions? Interactive IT? Is that a question? OK, theater arts… 

NICOLE SHERMAN: Yeah, we have a lot of IT instructors who would love to see some more IT 

examples. 

[00:51:00] 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Yep. So, what I recommend, if it’s OK… We can offer for people that are interested 

and have more detailed questions a session with our experts, our pedological experts. I’m not a 

pedological expert – I’m an engineer – but we do have people that only work in education. So, for 

example, Jamie Justice, he has 25 or 30 years in community colleges. So, we can do a free seminar, 

and then we will take all your questions, and then we will deep dive on two things – one, your 

example in this case is IT management, and others. If you can provide them in advance, then we 

will be able to show those examples. 

But also a real hands-on on how to develop an application like this – much more calm and step by 

step than the fast and furious way that I presented it today. And to do that with someone that 

already has been working 20 or 30 years with community colleges would probably be a good idea, 

OK? 

[00:52:04] 

STEVE WRIGHT: You mentioned, Dan, that there’s a free kind of try-it-out link somewhere. Can 

you share that with us? 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Yes, absolutely. So, let me just see if I can get back. All you have to do is to go to 

our website, which EONReality.com. I’ll go there right now… 
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One thing I would like to say is that this is not difficult – you’ll see it immediately. And you can click 

here on ‘START FOR FREE,’ and you put your first name, last name, email, and then you can 

download it. You can either download it on your mobile device… If you download it on a mobile 

device, you will be able to see augmented reality immediately. Or you can download it on your 

desktop. You can create both on a mobile device and on the desktop. So, my recommendation is 

just to download the app and try it out over the weekend or whenever you have time, and let us 

know what you think. 

[00:53:13] 

STEVE WRIGHT: Well, I know you have thousands of topics already. Is the catalog available for 

people to see on your website as well? We have a lot of questions asking if you have this or that. 

DAN LEJERSKAR: So, you can click on ‘USE CASES,’ and then you can see that these are just some 

highlights, but then you can click here when you see Vault. This one currently is password 

protected, but we can open it up for you by next week. You have to log in. If you’re logged into 

the free version of the platform, then you don’t have to log in here. 

STEVE WRIGHT: OK. 

DAN LEJERSKAR: So, if you don’t, you do have to do it. And then you can go, for example, IT or 

whatever you are interested in – you can click here. OK? 

STEVE WRIGHT: So, it looks like the answer for a lot of these questions is to go ahead and log in 

and get the free pilot, and you’ll be able to see the catalog, and you get the chance to try it out. 

And that’s pretty darn neat. Will this work with Chromebooks? That’s a high school student issue. 

[00:54:23] 

DAN LEJERSKAR: Yeah, I mean, we are compatible with most devices, including Chromebook, yes. 

STEVE WRIGHT: All right. We’re going to go ahead and take these questions that are in chat and 

see if we can develop a Q&A or something to follow up, and we’ll post it on the website. Next week 
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sometime, this entire video, edited without oohs and ahs and that kind of thing… With me, they 

have to take out at least a hundred ahs. 

But it will be on our website along with the transcript, the presentation materials, some of these 

links, and if we can get to these Q&As, we’ll put that there as well. So, you’ll have a complete 

package if you want to take it to your leadership and ask for money. 

Anyhow, but try it out! It sounds like fun, and it’s something to do on your summer vacation, for 

sure. I’d love to get back with Dan and his team. If there’s anybody here that’s interested, then let 

me know, and I’ll be glad to convey that. It we have more than one college that’s interested, 

perhaps we can look at consolidating some of our interest, and that would work. 

All right, well, Dan and Daren, any last comments? 

DAN LEJERSKAR: No, I’m fine. I wish everybody a nice weekend and a safe return to normality as 

soon as we can, guys. 

DAREN LYNNE: I agree. Thank you. 

STEVE WRIGHT: All right, everybody, thank you very much. We’ll return in the fall with a new 

season of the ICT Educator Series, and I hope you all have a wonderful summer. Please take time 

to look at some of those ones we’ve done before. There are some real winners out there, so just 

peruse them and pick something you like. Thank you very much. Take care. 

NICOLE SHERMAN: Thank you. 


